The British Prime Minister David Cameron will face European leaders at an emergency meeting in Brussels shortly for the first time since Britain voted to leave the EU.

The leaders of Germany, France and Italy have said there will be no talks on Britain’s future relationship with the EU until the government in London triggers the formal legal mechanism to leave.

**Vocabulary**

*face*
deal with

*triggers*
starts a process

*mechanism*
(here) way of doing something; process

**Choose the correct summary of this story**

1. European leaders will be discussing Britain’s future relationship with the EU in meetings with the British prime minister.
2. European leaders will not be discussing Britain’s future relationship with the EU in meetings with the British prime minister.
3. European leaders will be starting the process of Britain leaving the EU in meetings with the British prime minister.
Answer

2. European leaders will not be discussing Britain's future relationship with the EU in meetings with the British prime minister.
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